
ways to help optimize a page using images for search. 

  The Ultimate Guide optimizing images  

                     for SEARCH ENGINES 

 



Develop keyword relevance in file names 

 



Use keywords in the image name. 

 Use an image name that contains a descriptive keyword rather than a 

generic name.  

 

 For example, Try to make your filename a good description of the subject 

matter of the image. For example, Our-new-office-in-Kolkata.jpg is a lot 

more informative than IMG00023.JPG.  



Parse keywords correctly 

When one-word file names just o t do (which is the usual case), use hyphens to 

parse keywords in file names. For example, iphone6-white-32gb-unlocked.jpg 

describes an object in detail. Do t mistakenly use underscores, plus signs, or 

CamelCasing in file names. These elements concatenate multiple words together 

and may not be parsed as intend. 



Leave out stop words. 

Stop words are words that do not contribute any keyword value. While your 

writing on the page should always be in natural language, your image file 

names should not contain non-ke ords su h as the , a , she  a d the like. 



Keyword relevance via text content 



Don’t put text to be crawled in images 

This warning holds especially true with local information, such as street 

addresses and phone numbers. As stated earlier, OCR is being used more and 

ore to s a  i ages, ut it s far fro  ei g u i ersall  relia le, espe iall  
outside of Google.  

 

*Keep all critically important content you want crawled and indexed in text form. 

 



Use alt attribute text to define the image content 

The <img> tag offers the alt attribute where you can describe the image contents in 

words. The search engines regard the alt attribute text as a very strong source of 

keyword relevance, so this is an important SEO consideration.  

 

 

PRO TIP : Limit the alt text to a maximum of 150 characters, including spaces.  

 



 

The search engines put greater keyword relevance on words used at the start of 

the alt attribute (similar to the <title> tag), so write your alt text descriptions 

thoughtfully. As such, always put the copyright declaration at the end of the alt 

text. 
 

Use alt attribute text to define the image content 



 

When writing alt text, consider the image in context to the page (the actual 

target for keyword relevance). Let us take the example of a photo of iPhone6 

mentioned earlier. The most optimal alt text for this image will differ when 

used on sites dedicated to shopping, recycling mobile phones and mobile apps. 

The generic text ipho e6  contributes next to nothing in keyword relevance to 

the page in any of these circumstances. 

 

Use alt attribute text to define the image content 



Don’t use <img> title text instead of alt text. 

The <img> tag supports both text used in both the alt and title attributes. The 

title attri ute te t does appear as popup te t he  the user s ouse is paused 
over the image, but the search engines are specifically looking for alt text for 

establishing descriptive keyword relevance. 



Don’t duplicate the image file name as alt text 

We e seen this done, even down to the actual image name using hyphens and the file 

name extension .jpg. Be more thoughtful in developing your keywords than that. It 

sure will eat up a little time but nothing good in life is achieved using shortcuts and bad 

work.  



Omit alt text on non-content images. 

There s o “EO alue i  addi g alt te t to i ages used as fou datio al olor lo ks or 
as your analytics tracking pixel (yes, e e see  that do e . You do t eed ke ords 
developed for those images. 



Not so good: 

<img src= Tea -DaMiracle.jpg" alt=""/>  

Better: 

<img src= Tea -DaMiracle.jpg" alt= Tea  Da Mira le"/>  
Best: 

<img src= Tea -DaMiracle.jpg" alt= Desig  Digital Tea  DaMiracle 

enjoying break">  

 

To be avoided 

<img src= Tea -DaMiracle.jpg" alt= tea  Da Miracle design Da Miracle 

digital Da Miracle magicwithlogic Da Miracle "/>  

 



Page load speed considerations 



Use minimal image size needed for web resolution. 

For editi g photos, progra s like Photoshop ofte  offer “a e for We  optio s to 

optimize the images for use on websites by automatically compromising between 

image compression (via the JPEG format) and minimal file size. If your image editor 

does not offer such a setting, configure your image compression settings so they look 

acceptable at 72 pixels per inch (ppi, or sometimes also referred to as dots per inch, 

or dpi), using the pixels setting as unit measures for width and height.  



Set the pixel dimension (typically width) to the size you want the image to be on 

your page. You can often use JPEG compression as high as 70-85% and retain the 

image quality you want. 

Use minimal image size needed for web resolution. 



Use the right image format. 

There are three most popular image formats used on the web:  

 

GIF is an old format used for 8-bit (256) color images. It compresses into very small files, 

and thus is not suitable for photos. 

 

 
 



GIF 



Use the right image format. 

 

JPG supports millions of colors, so is a suitable format for photos, but uses a loss  
compression scheme to reduce the file size. As a result, editing and saving JPG images 

multiple times can make an image muddy in appearance. 

 
 



JPG 



PNG is an alternative to GIF that supports more colors and has a higher compression rate 

tha  GIF. Ho e er, it s ot i te ded for photos, a d a  e ou ter o pati ilit  issues 
with older, mobile browsers. 
 

Use the right image format. 



PNG 



Consider using thumbnail images.  

If offering a large image size makes sense in the theme of the page (such as a photo 

image gallery), consider using very small thumbnail images (shown at 50 pixels 

width) on the page, linked to full-size versions of the images. 



Use CSS sprites for non-content images. 

CSS sprites are multiple images that are aggregated into one file and use CSS to 

map out which part of the image file is shown on page. CSS sprites typically 

enable the web server to both serve fewer HTTP requests and download fewer 

kilobytes of content, which are both good for page load speed considerations. 

However, it also eliminates the SEO value of a keyword-rich file name and a 

specific <img> alt text for a particular image.  



We recommend using CSS sprites for image-based web controls, icons, buttons, 

and other visual elements on the page that are specifically not content images, 

and using dedicated image files with <img> tags (and alt text!) for the most 

important content images of the page. 

Use CSS sprites for non-content images. 



Be wary of loading images from external sources.      

You a t o trol the size of the re ote i age, hi h a  eigh o  our site like 
a boat anchor in terms of page load speed. And there is another reason to avoid 

remote-sour ed o te t: ou a t o trol the se urit  of the o je t. Ni e, lea  
sites can be the source of malware infections to their site visitors because the 

remote objects (or their servers) are themselves infected. Hosting a nasty 

malware vector can get your site purged from the index.  



Search engines look for malware when indexing sites in an effort to protect their 

search customers. If any is found, depending upon the type, either your SERP 

listing will contain a click warning or, in some cases, the listing will be removed 

from the SERPs altogether. 

Be wary of loading images from external sources.      



tips 

 Do t dupli ate the i age file a e as alt te t . 
 

 Using PNG images has been the way since 2.0 to reduce the file size to load a website 

quickly. 

  

 You could also enable comments, discussions, or ratings for each picture. 

 

 Consider structuring your directories so that similar images are saved together. 

 



 

 Specify a width and height for all images- A web browser can begin to render 

a page even before images are downloaded, provided that it knows the 

dimensions to wrap non-replaceable elements around. Specifying these 

dimensions can speed up page loading and improve the user experience. 

 If ou a t e othered ith all the i age ALT tags o  our page, at least use a 
blank ALT (or NULL value) so people with screen readers can enjoy your page 

without unnecessary interruption, too. 

tips 



 ALT attribute text is a tenant of accessible website design and search engine 

optimisation. Failure to include ALT tags with images represents a Priority 1 

WCAG error and would mean your website would not be able to comply with 

basic recommendations. Effectively, a text equivalent for every image should 

e e pro ided for isuall  i paired isitors, for i sta e. e.g., ia alt . 

tips 



<IMG src= file a e.gif  alt= Pla e alt-text here > 

 

A very useful tip is to include empty alt tags (NULL ALT) for spacer images or 

graphic elements on a page used only for design purposes. 

 

<IMG src= file a e.gif  alt= > 

 

This helps assisti e soft are ig ore these ele e ts he  readi g  out the 
o te ts of a page i stead of readi g out i age, i age, i age  et . 

 

tips 



 Whatever you do, don't place the largest image on your webpage and simply 

shrink the dimensions via the source code. This will increase your page load 

time because of the larger file size associated with the large image. 

 

 Instead, make it a smaller image and provide the option to view a larger 

image in a pop-up or to be displayed on a separate webpage. 

tips 



 Vary your alt tag text as to not duplicate text that you would use for the 

bigger versions of the same image. As a matter fact, make your alt text 

wildly different. The last thing you want is the thumbnail being indexed 

instead of the large image. A case could be made to leave out the alt text 

entirely. 

tips 



 If your site uses JavaScript galleries, image pop-ups or other "flashy" ways 

to improve the overall shopping experience - Google image site maps will 

help you get your images noticed by Google. 

tips 



   Guidelines from Google for optimizing images for Search engines – click here 

If you have any specific queries related to SEO write to us at info@damiracle.com with subject line “EO 

Query  and we will try to answer you back within 2 working days.  

 

 

If you want a no obligation free review on your website for on-page optimization submit the url with other 

details at damiracle.com 

https://developers.google.com/web/fundamentals/performance/optimizing-content-efficiency/image-optimization?csw=1

